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‘Great Cinematography Comes From Integrity’: Advice From
Fierce Female DPs
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Members of two new female DP collectives offer pro shooting tips straight from the field

Sandra Valde

Recent/upcoming projects:
White Bird in a Blizzard - Feature - Dir Gregg Araki (Starring Shailene Woodley)
Love is All You Need  - Feature - Dir Rocco Shields (Cinequest New Vision Award)
Daisy & Max - Documentary - produced by Al-Jazeera America

Shailene Woodley in 'White Bird in a Blizzard,' shot by Sandra Valde

Current favorite camera and why:
It’s a tie right now:  The ARRI Alexa Mini and Canon C300.  I love them both because of their versatility,
compactness and they both have a great look.  Both cameras can go from your shoulder to tripod in seconds, which
nowadays is necessary.  

Best advice you’ve been given or can offer to aspiring shooters:
The best advice I’ve been given is two-fold:  1) When you are starting out, shoot anything you can get your hands
on.  Practice makes perfect.  2) Follow and firmly believe in your passion. If you want to be a cinematographer, be a
cinematographer and nothing else.  Don’t let anyone or anything stop you.
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http://nofilmschool.com/2016/05/icfc-cinematographersxx-advice-from-fierce-female-dps
http://www.sandravalde.com/
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1062484-REG/canon_0044c006_eos_c300_cinema_eos.html/BI/5955/KBID/6829


An important lesson you’ve learned in the field, rather than in film school:
When you’re on a project, everyone communicates via email and expects answers quickly.  So answer all emails,
even if it’s a quick acknowledgement that you received it and will get back to them with an answer.  Never leave
anyone hanging.  
---
What about you? Who's your favorite female DP? What's the best advice you've received in the field? Let us know
in the comments below.      
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